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ABSTRACT
Acareful studyof ocularexposure to environmental sunlight demonstrates

that it is not at all simple to accurately determine the level of solar ultraviolet
radiation exposure of the human eye. Epidemiological studiesof cataract de
pend heavily upon realistic and reasonably accurate dosimetry of UVR expo
sure. Unfortunately, most pastattempts to measure or calculate UVR exposure
of theeyeforsuch studieshave generally relied upon monitors to measure the
ambient UVR insunlighL falling upona horizontal surface (i.e.,theglobal UVR),
Thisapproach is insufficient to properly assess the large role of ground reflec
tion, the horizon skycontribution! the degree of lidopeningand the extreme
lateral component of UVR incident on the eye. Currentdosimetric estimates
may leadto incorrect assignment of lifetime exposures to different cohorts.

This report summarizes a series of recent oculardosirnetry studies under
taken La assess all of these factors. Analgorithm is developed for calculating
ocularexposure for a given environment AddilioI'1ally, the value of different
types of eye protection isshownto vary widely depending upon frame design.
Thedosimetry studiescanbeconfirmed bya biological dosimeter - the human
cornea. Because the action spectrum and threshold for the human corneaare
well defined, the living cornea actually serves as a biological dosimeter to call
brate this method for calculating ocular exposure. More accurate dosimetric
methods are expected to aid in the resolution of the current controversy as to
theeuologic role ofUVR in cataract andotheroculardiseases. Concerns about
the depletion ofstratosphenc ozoneand the related increase in terrestrial UVR
exposure have emphasized the importance of resolving thiscontroversy.

KEY WORDS: Ultraviolet radiation, eye, cataract, UVdosimetry
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
The objective of thisstudywas to evaluate the geometrical, physi

ological and environmental exposure factors which play a role in de
termining theactual ultraviolet radiation (UVR) exposure ofthelens
to a person when outdoors in daylight, and to provide an algorithm
for calculating exposure in a given environment.

1.2 Background
The prevalence of the blinding disease of cataract worldwide ex

ceeds 50 million. Prevention or slowing the progress of lenticular
opacities is an important objective in public health [1]. Despite the
fact that animal experiments clearly show that ultraviolet radiation
(UVR) Can produce cataract underacute laboratory exposures [1~81,

refined epidemiological studies show anincreased riskofcortical cata
ractwithUVB (280-315 nm) exposure [9],and thederivation ofocu
lar exposure guidelines based upon these studies [10] l the clear role
ofUVR in cataractogenesis is stilldebated. Some experts argue that
UVR plays a major role [11] and others suggest that UVR does not
[I2L To a large extent, the controversy is fuelled by poor ocular
dosimetry The goal of the studies reported here was to enlarge our
understanding oftherelative importance ofseveral factors thatdeter
mine the ocular dose from UVR in sunlight.

1.3 Ambient UVR Exposure
The ambient out-door UVR constantly changes during the day.

Because these substantial changes arenotdirectly proportional to the
much less dramatic changes in visible light; we aresubjectively largely
unaware of the degree of these changes. For example, the Summer
time terrestrial solarspectral irradiance at a wavelength of300nm is
ten times greater thanat eitherthree hours before Or three hoursafter
solarnoon. An untanned person with fair skinwould receive a mild
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sunburnin 25minutes atnoon,but would have to lietn thesun forat
least two hours to receive the same dose' after 3:00 (standard time)
r13-15}. Theintegrated total exposure dose ofbiologically-weighted
UVR falling On a horizontal surface (the global UVR exposure).oc
curs primarily during the midday hours, and 70% occurs during the
four hours cantered on noon-time zenith as shown is Table 1 [13].

Because short-wavelength UVR is strongly scatteredby atmospheric
molecules, it is quite possible to receive a sunburnwhile lying in the
shade, ifexposed to a largesegment ofthesky Although most visible
light is not strongly scattered, andwell over 85% of the light received
at ground levelon a dear sunnyday are direct rays, more than50% at
300nmis scattered anddiffused. Due to thestrongscattering factor
in the UV spectrum it hasbeenconventional to distinguish between
the direct and the diffuse components in sunlight. Thesum of the
global and diffuse components ~ the total falling on a horizontal
ground surface, is termed the global radiation1 as shownin Figure 1.
If one could see at 300 nm and see only this radiant energy, the 'sky
would appear perpetually in a heavy haze, and shadows would prob
ably notbe noted. Forepidemiological studies ofskincancer andfor
atmospheric science, normally the global UVR hasbeenused. Thisis
clearly unacceptable forstudies ofocular exposure, since theeyes are
only exposed to diffuse, horizon UVR and to ground reflections.

Table 1. Calculated ACGIH Effective Global UV·B and Total UV-A Exposure
Dose on a Horizontal Surface from Data of Bener: Davos, Switzerland inJune
1131

£Xp05UU Duration :£creet~veUV-B Total UV~.A. TotalIrradiance
Cantered on Noon in 315.-500 nm
(tJOl,lrs) ("la of8 h) U/em!} (% 8h» (Jlcm!) (% 8h) (estlm, Jl<;m1)

2 hours (25%) 0.023 (40%) 39,1 (32%) 140 Pl%)
4 hours (50%) 0.042 (72%) 77.4 (63%) 290 (64%)
6 hours (7S%) 0,053 (91%) 105 (86%) 390 (8'%)
8 hours (100%) 0.058 (100%) 122 POOO/",) 4$0 (100%)
l:2hours (1500.10) 0.060 (103%) 145 (J Ig%) 540 (1200;;;)

Note; The percentage of the total possible exposure relative to an 8-hour day
cantered on noon is provided within the parentheses).
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Figure 1. Global, Diffuse and Direct radiation. Global radiation is the sum of
the directand diffuse components (after Sliney and Wolbarsht, 1980).

Thus, the geometryof exposure as well as the spectrum plays a
major role in determining the ocular effects from the UVR in sun
light.

Ocular exposure is farmore affected bygeometrical factors than
is skinexposure. This is evident by theobservation that although the
cornea is more sensitive to UVR injury than the skin, one seldom
experiences «snowblindness» (photokerattns) whenout in sunlight,
even when one experiences a «sunburn» of the skin. Fortunately,
persons seldom lookdirectly overhead when the sun is very hazard
ous to view although mostpeople readily stare at the sun when it is
comfortable to look at near the horizon, andbecause of atmospheric
filtering of DVR and blue light, the yellow-orange sun is then not
hazardous to view [16]. When thesolarelevation angle exceeds ap~

proximately l(}O above the horizon, strongsquinting is observed, and
this behavioral pattern effectively shields both the COrnea and the
retina from direct exposure [16]. These factors have beenpreviously
calculated to reduce the exposureofthecornea toamaximum ofabout
5% ofthatfalling upon theexposed top of head (the global DV irradi
ance) [14L but the exact fraction remains unknown. This conclu
sion was based upon the fact that ifone mathematically weights the
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human photokeratitisactionspectrumwith the solarspectral irradi
ance, the photokeratins threshold is achieved in less that 15 minutes
for the midday summer sun. Experience shows that the special ge·
ometry ofexposure precludes photokeratitis except when ground re
flectance exceeds approximately 15%. Furthermore, if squintingand
other behavioral factors are not considered;the dose to the eyelid
determinedby film-badge dosimerryis approximately20%ofthe dose
falling On a horizontalsurface [17-19]. . .

In addition to the protective value of squinting, facial. features,
such as theeyelid, browridge, and cheek,mayfurther limit-the UVR
.levels reaching the corneaand lens. While bone structure and 'other
facial characteristics are genetically determined, the eyelid opening,
which varies with the scenebrightness, Or luminance, are instrumen
tal in attenuating the amount of light which enters the eye. At the
outset of this series of studies, it became dear that a correlation be
tween the luminance and the amount of lid closure was needed to
determine the amount of UVR which reaching the eye in different
conditions.

1.4 Ocular Exposure Geometry
When the sun is overhead and UVB exposure is mostsevere; the

upper lid and the brow ridgeshield the cornea. If the eye is turned
away from thesun, squinting is decreased and thescatteredUVR from
overhead striking the cornea increases. When the sky is sufficiently
overcast? squinting is greatly reduced and overhead skylight Can be
incidenton the cornea-but overhead rays strike the corneaat a graz
ing angle of incidence wheregreaterFresnel reflection (and less ab
sorption) takes place [17]. Only when the incidentUV raysare par
allel to the pupillary axis (as from snow reflections) are roost (ap
proximately 98%) incident rays absorbed. The traditional eye pro
tector of the lnuit or Eskimo is a slit in whalebone or ina seal-skin
mask to providegeometrical rather than spectralprotection against
the intense UVR reflections from snow [16,20]. the lackof protec
tion above and to the sides of sunglasses can be a seriousshortcom~

ing. Coroneo has shown that vety oblique temporal :rays can be re-
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fracted into the critical nasal equatorial (genninative) region of the
lensas shown in Figure 2; and this couldexplain the increased inci
denceofopacities originating in this nasal sectorof the lens in corti
calcataract 121-24]' Clearly, quantitative data for this component of
exposure to theeye have been needed [24J.

The problem then remains to quantify the protective value of the
upper and lower lidswhen they dose down duringsquintingand to
determine the ocular UVR exposure dose in different environments
from skyradiation and from groundreflection. Furthermore, the ef
feet upon ocular exposure of a brimmed hat and other head wear
require quantification. Although a brim can Virtually eliminate the
overhead UVR exposure dose, the lidopening may increase, and the
ground reflection becomes important. Several experimental ap
proaches are possible. Uv-sensuive contact-lens dosimeters could
provide important information. Likewise, studies of lid opening of
different peoples along withUVR directional field measurements could
beperformed for different environmental conditions. Because of the
difficulty ofobtaining a sufficiently sensitive contact-lens dosimeter,

mtmcr
BLOCKJ!:D RAY

08L1QUE
DIRE(;'tNAY

Figure 2. The Coroneo Effect. Oblique optical rays from theextreme temporal
edgeof the cornea can be refracted to pass through (he pupiland arrive at the
germinative layer of the lens (the equatorial zone). The path length through
the absorbing lens is approximately the same as a raydirectly through the lens
alongthe optical axis; hence approximately 1% of this oblique, 300-nm radia
tion will reach the equator 1241.
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the approach taken in this series of studies was to separate out the
various geometrical and environmental factors, evaluate each and
thereby develop an algorithm forocularexposure. The factors to be
analysed would be based upon: ambient UVR measurements along
with sky luminance and lid-opening measurements,

Because of the clearly different contributions from skylight and
from ground reflection, these two components of ocular exposure
must be treated separately. The total ocularexposure Ho tnj/cm' can
be calculated by adding these two components: the upper, skylight
component H, and the lower-hemisphere, ground-reflection compo·
nent Hit from below. Thus:

H .. H +H [11() s ~ ,

where, H
5
is determined by theproduct ofsolid angle Q\I (in steradians)

determined by thefield-of-view above the horizon (which varies with
the upper lid position) and the time-integrated UV sky radiance L

s

[tn units of W/(cm2-sr)1over the exposure time t:

H = Q.L.t [2]
s u ~

Radiance L~ is a very powerful radiometric quantity which is very
useful when attempting to describe the radiant energy arriving from a
projected area in space. The ocular radiant exposure from the ground
H, is determined by the solid angle n of ocular exposure over the
lotver hemisphere and by the groundtfvR radiance L (i.e., the inci
dentglobal UV multipliedby theground reflectance dfvided byIt, the
effective solidangle for diffuse Lambertian reflection):

The ground reflection factors _g have been previously measured
(Table 2); hence, the new studies reported here have concentrated
upon measuring the horizon skyDV radiance L

s
and the solidangles

nu and ad determined by the degree of squinting as a function of
scene luminance L .

\I
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Table 2. Reflectance of ACGIH-Effective Solar UV-B from Terrain
Surfaces [14,17l

Rcpreserit~ti"e Terrain Surfaces. Oitluse ReOe(;t~r'Iee

ACCIH-Wcightcd Solar uv-n
Green Mountain Grassland 0.8- 1.6%

01)1. pafchea Grassland ;2·3,7 %
Wooden Boat Dock 6.4 %

BlacK Asphalt S ·9%
COncrete Pavement g-I~%

Atlantic Beach Sand (Dry) 15 - 18 %
Atlantic Beach Sand (Wet) 7%

Seafoam (SI,lrf) ZS. 30 %
Aged. "Dirty" Snow 50%
Fresh Snow 88%

1.5 Spectral Considerations

Any measurements of UVRfor the purpose of studying health ef
fects must consider the spectral component to be measured.. For a
photobiological effect it is necessary to determine an actionspectrum
which is relevant to the study. All laboratory studies designed to
determine an actionspectrum have shown that wavelengths between
approximately 295 nm and 325 nrnare responsible for acutelenticu
Jar opacities inanimal models [2)5]. Theonlyepidemiological study
that employed individual dose assessment and attempted to dlstin
guishbetween UVB and UVA - the ChesapeakeBay Waterman Study
- foundan increased risk withUVB and cortical cataract. Theaction
spectrum for corneal injury - phctokeratins - has also been deter
minedin animals andhumans and extends overa muchgreater range I

as shown in Figure 3. The action spectrum for current internation
allyaccepted guidelines to limit human exposure are based upon an
envelope of thephotokeratitis and erythema actionspectra [1,10,25
27}. Theintemanonalguidelines were promulgated by the predeces
sor committee to the International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), and this and the (lE action spec
trum for erythema are mimicked bya number or DV monitoring in
strumentssuitable forfieldmeasurements [15.18,28-30]. Several re
cent efforts to measure environmental UVR (spurred by the ozone

11
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depletion issue), have employed both spectroradiometers and the
broad-band meters. Although none of the broad-band meters per
fectly simulate either the elE (Commission International de
l'Eclairage) or the ICNIRP standardized erythema (skin reddening)
action spectrum for UVR exposure, theycanbe calibrated for differ
ent solar conditions against thesespectraas shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. TheAction Spectra forphotokeratlus and acute cataract from labora
tory studies.
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Figure 4. The ACGIHIlCNIRP action spectrum for UVR hazards and the CIE
action spectrum for erythema are compared. By adjusting the normalization
value of the CIE action spectrum by a factor of 3, the two spectra are very
similar.

2. PROGRAM OF STUDIES

To explore the expected range ofvalues for the dosimetrlc vari
ables described in Section 1.3 (Equation [3]), a program of studies
was conducted at the US Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
(USAEHA) during1994 based upon earlier experience in evaluation
human exposure to solar UVR during 1972-1994. (The USAEHA
was renamedtheUS Army (enter forHealth Promotionand Preven
tive Medicine (U$ACHPPM) during the fall of 1994). To this end,
ambient UVR measurements along with sky luminance andlid-open
ing measurements were made. Further experiments employed a man
nequin to simulate the ocular geometry in sunlight were made with

J3
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and without sunglasses. The lid opening of individuals was meas
uredunderdifferent outdoorconditions. An equation wasderived to
estimate theactual ocular UVR exposure in sunlight as a function of
skyluminance.. ground reflection andskyconditions. Each series of
studies are reported separately in the following section.

Several staffmembers at USACHPPM assisted in these studies.
Ms. Dawn Deaver and Mr. jackie Davis designed an experimental ap
paratus to measure field-of-view and then performed the lidopening
measurement'] underdifferent lightconditions. Dr. D. H.Sliney per
formed most of the field UVR measurements in different locations.
Mr. Rodney Wood and Mr. Stephen Wengraitis performed numerous
calibrations andcharacterization measurements with thedifferent UVR
radiometers andspectroradiometers, Mr. Charles Spicer aided in field
measurements, and as a meteorologist, helped describe cloudcondi
tions for theskyradiance measurements. Mr. Daniel Berger and Mr.
Adrian Morys of Solar Light Company provided UV measurement
data from Philadelphia, PA.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL ULTRAVIOLET
MEASUREMENTS

Ambient UVR measurements of the horizon sky were obtained
using several types of direct-reading DV instruments and DVmoni
tors. Measurements ofthenear-horizon DV radiance were performed
by two general techniques: with hand-portable, narrow field-of-view
(FOV) UV survey instruments and with modified, fixed global DV
monitors. Each approach was required to betterunderstand the ef
fects ofspecific cloudconditions.

3.1 Materials and Methods for Field Measurements
in DiHerent Environments

Field measurements were performed in varied geographicalloca
lions withportable UV survey Instruments havmg spectral responses

74
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designed to follow theACGIHIICNIRP DV hazard function 125-26).
TheACGIHlICNIRP action spectrum is anenvelope spectrum forboth
skin and eye effects, but is closest to the action spectrum for
photokeratitis [25-27]. The only action spectrum for cataract are
based upon acute cataract in animal studies [2,3,5]., but these action
spectra are very similar to the ACGIHlICNIRP curve for terrestrial
solarwavelengths of significance (i.e., 295-325 nm). Any standard
ized action spectrum chosen will not focus onlyon the narrow, 300
325-nm band, but both the elE erythema and the ACGIHlICNIRP
action spectra greatly emphasize the 295-325-nm band and broad
band,portable field instruments will tend to have very similar spec
tral response curves. Figure 4 illustrates that the two action spectra
arequitesimilar andexplains whyWester was able toobtain thesame
environmental UVR readings by a conversion factor of 4.0. Hence
several broad-band meters could be calibrated against either action
spectrum for a typical solarspectrum near zenithand for one when
the sun was lower in thesky (forbest results).

Ahighly portable International Light Model 1400 Radiometer with
a Model 1400-$EL240 actinic detector head. However, this highly
portable radiometer had a sensitivity limited to approximately 0_1
'tlWlcrn2 which was insufficient to measure reflected UVR from the
ground and some winter-time exposure conditions. For field meas
urements requiring greater sensitivity, International Light Model 1700
radiometers were usedwithModel SED240 Detectors. Narrow FOV
cones with solid angles of acceptance of 0.5 and 0.1 steradian (sr)
were constructed to mount on each radiometer detector.

All of the UVR monitors were carefully characterized in the labo
ratory against several types of simulated solar spectra and also cali
brated against simultaneous solar UVR spectral measurements
weighted against the ACGIHllCNIRP action spectra. Since none of
the field portable monitors perfectly fit the appropriate actionspec
trum, it was necessary to measure the solarspectrum at several ze
nith angles (e.g., 20'\ 40° and 50U from nadir). Figure 5 shows the
spectral irradiance measured with an Oriel Model 7244 double-
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monochromator with a UV solar-blind detector and OrielModel 7070
Detector System duringJuneat Edgewood, Maryland. Also shownin
Figure 4 for comparison, is (he ACGIHlICNIRP action spectrum.
Notice the enormous change in the spectralirradiance whileat the
same time the hazard action spectrum in changing overseveral or
dersofmagnitude in the opposite direction. Conesto provide FOVs
of0.1, O.Sand 1.0 steradian wereused in order to average overdiffer
e:nt skyconditions. Near-horizon measurements were made in at least
four different azimuths for each solarelevation angle, and notations
ofcloudconditions and the solar elevation angle were notedforeach
measurement Most measurements were madewith a FOV of 0.5 sr
with the measurement axis at approximately IOU. A FOV of 0.5 sr
corresponds (0 a right circular cone with a full angle of 23°. These
measurements were made in many locations (Arizona, California,
Florida, Louisiana, and Maryland) in order to understand the impact
of desert, snow, water, and coastal conditions.

ttf" L.......L----I................"'-- ....

~ XlO ]20 i<\(I 360 3flO .j1X

Figure 5. The ACGIHlICNIRP action spectrum fOT UV hazards is plotted in
comparison with a typical spectral irradiance of summertime (Z = 201

' ) solar
UVR. Because of thestrongchanges in the300~32.5 nm band, great efforts must
be taken to minimize measurement errors.
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3.2 Findings

Measured effective (ACGIHllCNIRP) sky radiance values were
generally of the orderofonemW/(m2·sr). typicalvalues areshown
in Table 3. It is very difficult to summarize the findings; however,
SOme general observations can be made. Clouds strongly affect the
measurements. Generally, thepresence ofatmospheric haze andclouds
is to redistribute theskyradiation to larger zenith angles, i.e., to low
elevation angles near the horizon. It is well known that the horizon
sky is slightly brighter in the visible [35L and this apparently is al
ways true for the UVB band as well. Therefore, the eye is directly
exposed to higher values of UVB on slightly overcast or hazy days
thanOn very dear days. However, theabsolute UVB readings become
less forallbut the lightest overcast. Themeteorologist attempting to
describe the cloud conditions for this studyfound it very difficult to
draw general conclusions. Clouds on the opposite side of the sky
from the opensun hadgenerally twice the UVB radiance of theadja- .
centbluesky; however, theshadierunderside orcumulus clouds near
the sun had only half the localized radiance as the blue sky in the
general area of the sun.

Noserious attempt tomeasure the horizontal radiance ofmoun
tains and tree lineswere made. This would be approximately the ter
rain reflectance factor multiplied by the global irradiance. The IL
1400 Radiometer was notsufficiently sensitive tomeasure this. How
ever, where mountains obscure the horizon sky and the mountains
are more than several km away, the UV radiance wouldincrease due
to atmospheric Scatter. This had to be left to future studies.

Terrain reflectance influenced thehorizon-sky UVB radiance only
whensnow was present. The highalbedo ofsnowincreased the ho
rizon-sky measurements by at least 20%.

17
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Table 3. Measured ACGIH Effective UV-B from theSky witha 40° Cone Field
ofView (FOV) "

Sky Conditions and Zenith Directly Opposite Bod:w,..
Locatiol't, Elevafion Re~l(.Iir'lg at Sun Sun Sky

(llWJcm i ) (JIW/cm1) (uWJemJ
) (uWJcmJ

)

Clear Sky (dry) S m 0,036 0.5. Z 1:lI/00 0.08 0,10
ClearSky(humid),5 m 0.10 1,.5, Z = SOD 0.10 0.09
Ground Fog. j m 0.010 0,07,Z c 7SD 0.015 0.01
Hazy, Humid. 5 m 0.005 0.50. Z ~ 7if O.OS O.::W
Cloudy Bright, 700 m 0.20 0.16. Z::zz 45° 0,10 0,02-
H3Z)', Beach, 0,3 m 0.20 0.22, Z = 75~ 0.20 0.22
Hazy. Beach. 0.3 J'Ii 0.14 1.30.Z c: 40D 0.20 0.16
Clear, Mtn Top 2750 m 0.20 0.60. Z· 25° 0,30 0,03
Clr.MlI"lVillage.2S00m 0,14 U. Z =45" , 0.08 0.03

NOTE: Z .. 70°refers to the Zenith Angle of70 n (i.e., ElevatIon Angleo(2if).

3.3 Ambient UVR Fixed Monitoring

A pair of Solar light Company Model 501 DV Biorneters
(Robertson-Berger meters) were used for fixed monitoring in
Edgewood, Maryland. Oneof the detectors wasmodified witha hood
which blockedall UVR arrivingfrom zenithangles less than approxi
mately 70° (Le. t elevation angles greater thanapproximately 200

) I as
shownin Figure 6.' Thisallowed a constant comparison of the hori
zon UVR (to which the eye would be directly exposed) with the total
global UVR that is routinely measured by other scientific organiza
tions. A Biospherical Instruments Model GUVSll DVmonitor was
also usedfor SOme monitoring at Edgewood for intercomparison with
theSolar Light instruments.
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3,,4 Findings

Figure 7 shows a typical dailyplot of effective UV irradiance as a
function of time for totalglobal UVand for horizon (0(1 to 20li

• Note
that the horizon DYE doesnot varyas dramatically as global DVE.

a. Model 501 UV aiQrn~UH
b. UV Biotl'lolar with 2t} (iegr~&

aeceptance anglo

Figure 6. Two Solar Light Model 501 UV Biometers were used for monitoring
global and horizon-sky UVB. Azenith hood limited the incident UVR in one
detector to horizon elevation angles of 0(1 to approximately 201

' from the hori
zon.

HORIZON AND GLOBAL MEASUREMENTS

uvFl Irr_dIAfl(loll

I.f:::C:-::---:---: iA::'~:C::~ :-- 'j

:~:k~':>;c5~j::'-:--:~'I:::.:.:;:.~:].
'6.S 7,$ 8.5 $.! 10.5 11.5 ,:a.5 13.5 14,5 15.5

Time of Day

~ Glllbal + Ho,I;fQn

Figure 7. The effective UV irradiance (Solar Light Model SOl UV Biometcrs)
with spectral weighting close 10 the ACGU·I1ICNIRP action spectrum, isshown
as a function of lime fortotal global DV and for horizon (O'l to 20'1), Note that
the horizon UVB doesnot varyas dramatically as global UVB.
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4. LID OPENING

Ofall the variables that have been studied, there has beenlittle
previous attention to lid opening. However, lid opening dearly af
fected the final UVR dose to the lensgreatly, but this variable posed
the greatest challenge to quantify. Since lid opening and squinting
vary depend upon where a person is looking and the brightness (lu
minance) of the viewed scene, behavioral as well as environmental
factors play a role. The degree of squinting in bright environments
apparently had not been previously investigated. Since squinting
depended upon the visible component in thesolar spectrum and not
upon the UVR component, thisnatural protective mechanism of the
eye couldbe ineffective in environments where UVR was high rela
tive to the visible component.

The objective of this series of studies was to determine if scene
luminance was theonlydeterminant oflidopening and todevelop an
algorithm for the degree of lid opening. It was also hoped that the
sample size would be sufficient to determine ifother factors} suchas
age} sex, ethnic origin Or iris colour affected the results. Subjects
were volunteers whoworked at USACHPPM and were curious about
theirOwn lidopening response.

4.1 Materials and Methods

To measure the position of the upperand lower lid in a bright out
door environment, it was recognized that this could be best deter
mined by measuring the upper and lower extent of an individuals
visual field. A ruledsurveyor's pole waspositioned vertically in the
opensunshine and individuals were asked tostandat a fixed distance
of 1.8m from the pole. Apulley fixture wasmounted on the top of
the pole to accept a movable red ball which couldbe lowered from
thetopto any vertical position (Figure 8). Each subject was asked to

fixate on a ruled point which corresponded to his or her eye level
above ground. The person was then asked to note when he or she
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couldjust detect the presence of theball as it was lowered from the
top of the pole, and that ball position was recorded. Also recorded
was the average scene luminance in the direction oftheperson's gaze.
Initially a woodedscene andskyscenewitha green grassy foreground
were used, but because of concerns regarding the great lack of uni~

fonnity inscene luminance, theprimary measurement sitewas moved
to thesideof a windowless white wall ofa warehouse, so that a very
uniform luminance would exist.

Figure 8. Outdoorfieldof view measurements
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4.1.1 Initial StudyMClhods

Since the objective of the lid opening studieswas tomodel con
ditions that simulated sunlight exposure for an average person
while outside duringa lifetime, every attempt wasmade 'initially
to model humanbehaviour insunlight asaccurately as possible.
While walking outdoors, mostpeople donot look straight ahead,
but down at an angle which averages to approximately 15 de
grees below thehorizontal." To account forthisdownward gaze,
subjects were initially instructed to look at an object a distance

, away forcing them tolook15degrees below thehorizontal. With
this line of sight fixed, the upper vertical acceptance angle'was
measured. Inaddition, a second field-of-view measurement was
taken while the subjects looked horizontally. The majority of
tests showed that the acceptance angle foreachsubject as meas
ured from the lineofsightremained the same regardless of this
viewing angle. However, it is interesting to note that often the
acceptance angle increased by as much as lO~15 degrees when
theline-of-sight was below thehorizontal. Thismight have been
expected since theluminance oftheground isusually lower than
that of the sky, causing less of a squint.

The first series of measurements were taken in natural settings
which often included a mixture of forest, open sky, buildings,
and green grassy fields. It was found that such these attempts
toward realistic environments seriously complicated the lumi
nance measurements. Later tests were therefore performed in
more ideal settings, where a definite luminance value couldbe
obtained using a simple hand-held Minolta Luminance Meter
whichresponds toa one-degree acceptance angle.

4.1.2 Final StudyMethods

These latter test settings included a windowless.. painted white
wall of theside ofa large building, a wide openuniform skywith
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adistant horizon; andabackdrop oftalltrees. Because thelower

limit ofthevertical extent of thevisual field was almost always 
BO° to -90(1 and was not measured except for the very brightest
condition. Luminancevalues ranging from 170 cd/m' whenthe
subject viewed a wooded area of dense trees on a heavily over
cast morning; to an upper limit of 15,000 cd/m' which was
achieved by using the white wall on a bright sunny afternoon.
Thus luminance values spanned three orders ofmagnitude. For

mostofthese studies photographs ofthesubject's eyewere made
for the different sunlight conditions, but aside from confirming
the visual field measurements, these have: been set aside for fur
ther study to determine iffacial geometry plays a role in the indi
vidual variation in our measurements.

Toassure that thescene luminance was theprimary determinant
for the lid opening, subjects were also tested wearing two differ
ent pairs of sunglasses. Both pair reduced the luminance by a
[actor ofapproximately four (3.8 and 4.3)~ however, one pairof
lenses was chosen with an orange tint to block more strongly in
the short-wavelength (blue-green) portion ofthespectrum, while

the otherwas chosen to be spectrally neutral (grey) lens.

To test the reproducibility and reliability of the measurements;
one series of measurements were repeated for the same lumi

nance condition two weeks following the first measurement and
the readings were indistinguishable.

4.2Findings

Although it had been hypothesized that individuals with dark
irises would squint less thanblue-eyed mdividuals, it was found that
there was a wide distribution ofdataand only a general trendin that
direction, as shownin Figure 9. The upperfield-of-view angle of the
group of subjects tested typically varied widely with individuals and
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spanned a range ofapproximately 25degrees. As shown bythesolid
line in Figure 10 the FOV angles varied very nearly with a linear
function of luminance.

Differentiation by Eye Color
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Figure 9. The measure of the upper lid openingwasbased upon measurement
of upper limit of Field-of-View (FOV). Measures at dllferent days or the same
individual were highly reproducible, but values varied greatly from individual
to individual. The colour of the iriseswasnot the major determinant. and blue
eyed individuals did notall squintmore than brown-eyed tndividuals, although
there was a general trend ill that direction,

A mathematical function that described the elevation angle of the
upper lid position angle (EA) relative to the horizon asa function of
the ambient luminance L of the scene in cd/m' was:
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The dashed lines represent onestandard deviation above and below
the mean,encompassing 77% ofthe data. Figure 11provides asemi
logarithmic plot of the data covering three orders of magnitude of
luminance. Theangle EA ranged from 34° for 100 cd/m? and 150 for
about 15,000 cd/m', Figure 11 illustrates the impact of lid opening
underdifferent skylight conditions. Since the total dose-rate entering

Typical ~Dl1Qe for Fi0ld of View Angle

figure 10. The upper limit of lid openingvaries greatly for different skylight
and terrain luminance conditions.

Vertical Visual Fields Under Daylight Conditions
With and Without Sunglasses

Figure 11. Each individuals visual field was measured wearing two different
pairs or sunglasses and without sunglasses. It is dear that the visual fidd is
increased whentheeyesare shielded bylenseswhichreduce theeffective lumi
nance of the scene.
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the eye is the product of the effective (ACGIHlICNIRP-spectrally
weighted) skyradiance and the solid'angle of the,sky'[ground reflec
tion is treated separately], the solidangle calculated from-the above
formula is criticaL Normally the human eye (whenone is standing)
has a typical downwardgaze angle of -lOO to -150 [31). The result is
that the eye receives little or no direct sky radiation on very bright
dayseven when the horizon isvisible. Because ofhorizon-sky shield
ing by tree-lines and buildings, ground reflection will play the pri
maT)' role in determining ocular exposure in most environments.

Only insignificant. variations in EA were found for the tests were
the subjects wore two pairs ofsunglasses. Not surprisingly, the sub
jeers had a much smaller FOV·when not wearing sunglasses. Figure
11 shows the FOV angles plotted against theeffective luminance when
viewing a standard white wall with eachpairofsunglasses and with
out sunglasses. The whole range of visual field angles increased by
about 10degrees when thesesunglasses were worn. Again, the actual
transmitted luminance seenbytheobserver determinedtheangle EA.

Several possible factors thatmightcause thelarge individual vari
ation in the angle EA were examined. Iris color and skin color did
not appear to bestrong predictors. Facial bone structure appeared [0

be a strong lactor, but was difficult to quantify. Figure 9 shows a
significant overlap between the darkerand lighter coloured iris group~

ings. The sample sizewasnotsufftcient.to determine if skin type was
a strong predictor. facial structure caused some people to have a
natural limit upon their vertical visual field. Those with «deep set»
eyes tended tohave a smaller acceptance angle regardless ofthe bright
ness, presumably due to blockage by the brow ridge and cheeks. The
lower extreme of the data was comprised mostly ofpeople with deep
set eyes. Two subjects with the largest lid openings in the brightest
environments were noted to have miotic pupils - approximately 1
mm diameter compared to nearly 2 mm for mostothersubjects. Un
fortunately, there was no ready meansavailable to measure pupil di
ameter with sufficient accuracy todetermine If theconstriction of the
pupil compensated fora lackofsquintingin someindividuals. This
remains a future area for additional study.
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4.3 Discussion

43.1 LidOpening Algorithm

Since the solid angle determined by the field measurements re
ported here depend uponskyluminance Lv' Equation [3] canbe
further refined as:

H .. K(O.0034 - L )-L -t [s}
~ v s

where: K is a factor that is approximated by the average linear
angle of the horizontal FOV

Theground component of the ocular exposure dose was gener
ally much simpler to calculate. As noted previously, it is the
product of theglobal UVR horizontal surface irradiance E~l and
the ground reflectance - divided by the effective solid angle 1t

into which diffusely reflected radiant energy is reflected accord
ing to Lambert's La'W:

Although Equation [2] assumes a cosine dependence which is
trueexactly for totally diffuse reflection, thisis reasonable forall
ground surfaces other that water. The measured coefficient for
diffuse reflection measured bySliney [17}was only 0.04: whereas,
the effective «reflectance» measured by Rosenthal using
polysulfone film dosimeters [18-19] was approximately 0.2
(2.0%). Thusanystudyofwater must necessarily derive a variant
of Equation [4]\ or employ contact-lens dosimeters or estimate
this with film-badge dosimetry witha squinting factor. Typical
measured values of- areabout 0.01 forgrass, 0.1 forpavements
(bothmasonry andasphalt), and 0.8 forsnow Actual measured
values of- reported bySliney [18] aregiven in Table 2.
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Combining the above equations, the following summary equa
tion of [1] results:

Thisequation is probably underestimating thesolidangle .. since
thelidopenings were somewhat greater when taken withthe eye
lixated downward at -15\}. The function K is currently being
determined byanalysing visual field data and generally is about
0.1.. Although the function notedas Eqn. [5] is the key determi
nant, the ge,ometrical expansion of the field-of-view solid-angle
is not quite linear with the vertical angle EA.

4.3.2 Implications for Eye Protection

The human eye receives approximately 10 to 25 % of the UVR
dose when wearing lenses opaque to the UVR compared to the
eye without a lens. Furthermore, the lateral rays entering the
eye from the side of the sunglass may he particularly dangerous
to the lens as a result of the Coroneo effect [21], even if the
lenses virtually block all of the UVR ol concern. Therefore, un
less one employs a goggle geometry with side-shields, etc., UVR
transmission factors in lenses muchless than2r5 %become mis

leading.

The strong dependence of reflectance with angle of incidence is
termed Fresnels Law of Reflection. This lawnot only explains
the survivability of the cornea in an overhead bath of UVR, but
also the glare experienced over water. When the Sun is over
head, a body of water reflects the UVR upward, but only ap
proximately 2~3% is reflected [14,17}. When the sun is low in
the sky, muchof the incident lightis reflected, but now theUVR
and blue light have been filtered out of the direct rays by the
atmosphere and are therefore have beenthought to be relatively
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harmless [17]. Nevertheless, thestrongreflections from water at
these low sun angles create discomfort glare and UVR exposure
ofthecornea isfurther reduced because ofsquinting. The meas
urement ofhorizon DVB show thatseveral conditions exist when
the discomfort glare may not be adequate to produce a strong
squint. These instances occur during overcast sky conditions
when the lids are open) but the overcast produces more UVB
scattered to large zenith angles (low elevation angles). TheUVB
dose appears tobehigher duringthese conditions, particularly if
out over the. water, where thewater reflects thishorizon UV-B Or

when snow is on the ground.

The otherevidence just reviewed would suggest thatifdarklenses
were placed over our eyes l our natural aversion to brightlight ~
which leads to squinting that normally greatly lowers the UVR
and retinal exposure to theeye - would be «disabled.. Thismay
appear tobeanunusual way toconsider the comfort thatshaded
lenses bring about. But, just consider thatsome ofour «discom
fort» derived from notwearing sunglasses orabrimmed hatstems
from muscle fatigue associated withsquinting. We must, there
fore, ask whether sunglasses may not actually lead to a higher
UVR exposure condition rather thanprovide reduction. Ofpar
ticular interest recently, hasbeen theobservation ofCoroneo that
extreme peripheral rays falling on the edge of theCOrnea can be
focused in the nasal sector of the lens behind the pupil. Since
mostcortical cataracts begin in thissector, it hasbeentheorized
that these rays I unattenuated by sunglasses Or a brimmed hat
may play an etiologic role in cataract. If this were so, measure
ment of this extreme peripheral UVR must also be made under
different environmental conditions.
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5. MANNEQUIN STUDIES

5. JMaterials and Methods
Because of behavioral patterns, lid openingvariations, and head

and eyemovements, it is obvious that UV contact-lens dostmeters are
neededto make the best determination of actualocular'exposure. In
the absence of a practical contact lensdosimeter.a detector from the
IL~1700 UVR irradiance meter was mounted in the position of the
eyein a painted,styroloam, anthropomorphic model ofthehead (FigM

ure 12) to simulate ocular exposure from a fixed position. Through
the use of variable slits to simulate exposure through the palpebral
fissure (lid opening), UVR exposure could be measured in different
locations to takeinto accountthe effect ofshadingoftheskyby build
ings and trees, plus variable ground reflectance factors. Since UVR
ocularexposure under daylight conditions withdiffering times of the
day, skyand geographical conditions canvary bya factor of lOO~ these
measurements by necessity must takeinto accountlid openingsimu
lation, The typical lid openings for different environmental condi
tionswere estimatedfrom the lid openingmeasurements. Thesensi
tivity of theinstrument (approximately 0.01 l1Wlcm1) limitedthesize
of the slit to approximately 1 mm.

Mannequin
Dosimetry
Sludies

Figure 12. A UVR irradiance meter is mounted in the position of the eye in an
anthropomorphic model of the head. Variable slnscan be placed over the detector
to simulate exposure through the palpebral fissure (lid opening). The mannequin
can bemoved todifferent locations to take into account {he effect ofshading ofthe
skybybuildings and trees, plus variable ground reflectance (actors.
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5.2Findings

Mannequin Studies

Thecurrentstudies improve our knowledge ofocular exposure
with thesquinting factor considered. However, eye and headmove
ments were Iactored out and the assumption was made in Equation
[4] ofa fixed vertical fixation angle. To carry these studies further, it
is probably necessary to employ contact-lens dosimeters,

The useofthe mannequin dosimetry system haspermitted us to
evaluate the effectiveness of different sunglasses in terms of UV at
tenuation at the eye. Although UVB blocking by the lens was impor
tant,we confirmed that many frame designs couldpermitas much as
20% of the UV irradiance to reach the corneal plane compared with
no lenses. Considering therelationship oflidopening to luminance,
the reduced luminance perceived through the sunglass lens leads to
an increased lidopening which canactually increase the UV dose to

the lens. Sunglasses with wrap-around frame designs, goggles, and
Inuit whale-bone slit goggles were all generally effective in reducing
actual UV-B exposure to less than 1% (thelimitoftheIL1700instru
ment.

5.3 Discussion

Specific, off-axis lateral UVR shouldbemeasured byaspecial probe
in order to examine the significant dose attributed to the Coroneo
effect. This is a future project. Also, the pupillary opening of those
with large lidopenings should bemeasured to determine ifhigh miosis
compensates for the increased lid opening in SOme subjects. Even if
miosis does compensate for retinal exposure, the geometry of len
ticular and retinal exposure would still be affected differently from
those having average lid-closure responses to bright light environ
ments.
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6. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The Cornea as Biological Dosimeter

By a careful microscopic examination of the cornea, Pitts and
colleagues !51 l in their several studies,determined the threshold for
photokeratitis as the beginning of a very slight corneal haze. This
subtle change was described as less than a clinical case of
photokeratitis, and such changes are typical afterwalking oversand
for a number of hours in daylight. Thus, the COrnea itselfcould be
used as a biological dosimeter if a corneal specular microscope or
similarinstrumentwereused to count the number ofvacuoles in the
corneal epithelium. Although it would be difficult to use this ap
proach as an absolute measure, it could be applied to the determine
tion oftherelative doses obtained when working overdifferent ground
surfaces or for different outdoor tasks. Pittshas stated that he could
determine by corneal microscopy whether an indoor worker was
working in an office with unfiltered fluorescent lamps compared to
an office usingonly incandescent sources - because of thedifference
in UV emissions [32].

Further Studies with Contact Lens Dosimeurs

Eye and head movements can further reduce exposure. If one
observes human behaviour in bright sunlight, one is struck by the
Iact that most people squint or avoid looking into the sun sector of
thesky. These behavioral andphysiological factors arenot atalltaken
into account bysimple UVR measurements; hence, there is an obvi
ous need for an in-depth study to properly determine corneal and
lenticular exposure toambient UVR. Indeed, the results of theprevi
ous epidemiological studies of cataract can be throwninto question,
because of inadequate dosimcrry The failure ofsome epidemiologi
cal studies to demonstrate an increased risk from UVR Or sunlight
exposure could, well have resulted from wrongly assigning different
exposure levels todifferent population groups basedupon an assump-
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nonthatoverhead UVRexposure predicts corneal exposure. As shown
above, this assumption is generally wrong. The use of globalUVR
measurements which have value in studies of UVR and skin cancer
are inappropriate for eye studies. Under the same overhead UVR
measurement, the critically important horizon-sky contribution to
'ocular dose canvary by a factor of ten or more depending 'upon ter
mill' and weather' conditions." 'Sydenham has recently reported on
progress in development of a polysulfone, scleral contact lens [33);
and this type of contactlens may have the sensitivity required for
definitive environmental studies.

DISCUSSION

The Appropriate A,tion Spectrum

As noted initially, the action spectrum chosen for use in thisse
riesof studies was based upon the assumption that UVB radiant en
ergy was the primary potential agent of concern, since both animal
and human studies supported thishypothesis. However, it is worthy
to note that many laboratory biochemical studies of the effects of
UVR on lensproteins suggest that UVA (315-400 urn) may also play
an etiological role [34]. If that were the case, much of the work here
is still relevant, although the atmospheric scatter functions for UVA
are not as strongas for DVB and the terrain reflectance values are
greater.
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CONCLUSION

Thisseriesof studies was the first attempt to assess 'the role.of
clouds in redistributing UVR to the horizon' sky,while' a~ .the"sanlc
time, in some cases, enlarging the lidopening and, thereby increasing
lenticular exposure. Previous attempts whichmerely. measure ambi
ent global UVR or UVR incident. upon the face or,eye position have
beenshownto be inadequate andperhaps evenmisleadingindicators
of corneal and lenncular exposure.

To finally settle the question related to the role (or lack thereof)
ofUVR in cataractogenesis, adequate UVR dosimetry ofocularexpo
sure is clearly essential. Theseries orstudies ofhorizon'UVR and lid
opening show that it is very easy [0 incorrectly assign subjects to a
high-exposure or low-exposure group bynot taking intoaccount these
factors. Theepidemiological studiesmust takeintoaccountnot only
global UVR exposure, but' also the geometrical, physiological and
behavioral factors that have beenfrequently overlooked. Many pre
vious assumptions related to ocularexposure have nowbeenshown
to be in error: e.g., ocular exposure to UVRvaries in directpropor~
tion to skin exposure; cloudcover reduces UVRexposure; ocularex
posure increases when one is in the mountains (where the horizon
skyis occluded); ocularexposure increases in directproportion with
overhead, global UVR: sunglasses can virtually eliminate ocular ex
pasure; etc. Theopposite hasbeenshownto befrequently true. Only
one previous majorstudy attempted to consider personal dosimetry
[9] I and thisdid not consider lidclosure or theCoroneo Effect. Hope
fully, the ocularexposure algorithm developed in this series of stud
ies will further that end. Finally, contact-lens dosimeters, when ad
equately developed, need to be applied in different environmental
conditions around the world to confirm the lid-opening and viewing
factors determined here. Horizon-sky measurements must also be
taken underdifferent meteorological conditions to provide improved
environmental UVRdose assessments.
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Amajor finding ofthisstudywas thatonan overcast day, the lids

are more open, andalthough theUV-B irradiance is reduced bycloud
cover, the actual UV-B dose rate to the eye from skyscatter near the
horizon may be reduced by only a factor of two (2). Hence} on a
cloudy day the eye may actually experience a greater UVrB dose than
on a brightsunny day. Of course a heavy overcast may sufficiently
attenuate the UV-B, that this observation would not be true.

Thestudyshowed thatsunglasses increase lid opening substan
tially, and lateral exposure would thereby increase. Indeed, despite
UVR filtration in the spectacle lens, scatter from around a smaller
lens could increase the UVR dose to the lens (or at least not reduce
the lenticular exposure). As sunglasses (andinsome cases a brimmed
hat) are not typically worn on an overcast daywhen ocular UVR ex
posure might increase, one couldargue that the concern over sun
glasses increasing total ocular exposure is unimportant. However, it
does seem reasonable. thatsunglassesshouldhave sufficient UVR fil
tration suchthat theocular exposure does notactually increase when
{hey are worn on a sunnyday; side-shields Or a wrap-around design
are shown to be critical for a sunglass to perform a protective func
tion.

Although the currentalgorithm and environmental datashould
assist other study centres, there is clearly a need to continue some
aspects of the lineof research reported here. Since the United States
offers such a diverse mixture of races and nationalities, it mightbe
informative to conduct similar studies where the population is more
ethnically uniform in order to determine a more definitive correla
tion between physical characteristics and photosensitivity In addi
tion,surveying a larger sample ofsubjects would be helpful in deter
mining what types ofpeople tend to be more or less photosensitive
than the average. This study examined approximately 50 people,
usually each beingtested at several different luminance values. The
segment of the population which participated in the study did not
represent an ideal cross section ofdifferent races and nationalities,
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